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Abstract 38 

Stroke robustly stimulates adult neurogenesis in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. It is 39 

currently unknown if this process induces beneficial or maladaptive effects, but 40 

morphological and behavioral studies have reported aberrant neurogenesis and impaired 41 

hippocampal-dependent memory following stroke. However, the intrinsic function and 42 

network incorporation of adult-born granule cells (ABGCs) after ischemia is unclear.  43 

Using patch-clamp electrophysiology we evaluated doublecortin positive (DCX+) ABGCs as 44 

well as DCX- dentate gyrus granule cells two weeks after a stroke or sham operation in 45 

DCX/DsRed transgenic mice of either sex. The developmental status, intrinsic excitability, 46 

and synaptic excitability of ABGCs were accelerated following stroke, while dendritic 47 

morphology was not aberrant. Regression analysis revealed uncoupled development of 48 

intrinsic and network excitability, resulting in young, intrinsically hyperexcitable ABGCs 49 

receiving disproportionately large glutamatergic inputs. This aberrant functional maturation in 50 

the subgroup of ABGCs in the hippocampus may contribute to defective hippocampal 51 

function and increased seizure susceptibility following stroke.   52 
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Significance statement 53 

Stroke increases hippocampal neurogenesis but the functional consequences of the 54 

postlesional response is mostly unclear. Our findings provide novel evidence of aberrant 55 

functional maturation of newly generated neurons following stroke. We demonstrate that 56 

stroke not only causes an accelerated maturation of the intrinsic and synaptic parameters of 57 

doublecortin positive, new granule cells in the hippocampus, but that this accelerated 58 

development does not follow physiological dynamics due to uncoupled intrinsic and synaptic 59 

maturation. Hyperexcitable immature neurons may contribute to disrupted network 60 

integration following stroke.  61 
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Introduction 62 

In the adult dentate gyrus, new granule neurons develop continually from a local population 63 

of neural progenitor cells and integrate in the preexisting network, modulating its plasticity 64 

and function (Adlaf et al., 2017;Ikrar et al., 2013;Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004;van Praag et al., 65 

2002;Nakashiba et al., 2012). The process of adult neurogenesis is influenced by 66 

environmental factors such as learning, running and enriched environment (Bergami et al., 67 

2015;Kempermann et al., 1997;van Praag et al., 1999;Ambrogini et al., 2010;Nokia et al., 68 

2012;Couillard-Despres et al., 2005), but also by disease including stroke, epilepsy, trauma 69 

and inflammation, as well as by aging (Chugh et al., 2013;Villasana et al., 2015;Liu et al., 70 

1998;Jakubs et al., 2008;Jessberger et al., 2007;Kluska et al., 2005;Walter et al., 71 

2011;Couillard-Despres, 2013). Stroke has a high prevalence in developed countries and is 72 

a significant burden on the quality of life of afflicted individuals. Although cognitive 73 

disturbances and depression are frequent complications, the mechanisms of these 74 

secondary neuropsychiatric disorders are not fully understood (Wang et al., 2010;Mijajlovic 75 

et al., 2017;Robinson and Jorge, 2016;Loubinoux et al., 2012).  76 

Stroke induces remote effects such as strongly stimulating the proliferation and 77 

differentiation of neurogenic precursor cells in the hippocampus (Liu et al., 1998;Arvidsson et 78 

al., 2001), even as the dentate gyrus is not directly affected. Despite the increased number 79 

of adult-born granule cells (ABGCs) following stroke, there is a higher incidence of 80 

abnormalities in the migration and morphology of these cells (Niv et al., 2012;Woitke et al., 81 

2017) and affected mice show deficits in hippocampal-dependent memory tasks (Woitke et 82 

al., 2017). Moreover, stimulating neurogenesis through a running paradigm after stroke 83 

provides even more ABGCs, but paradoxically accentuates hippocampus-dependent 84 

memory deficits (Woitke et al., 2017). However, electrophysiological data of ABGCs after 85 

stroke are lacking and it is unknown if ABGCs poststroke undergo changes in excitability and 86 

network integration. 87 
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The migration-associated protein doublecortin (DCX) is expressed by immature neurons 88 

roughly up to the fourth week post-mitosis, when cellular migration, maturation of intrinsic 89 

excitability, and synaptic integration take place (Jagasia et al., 2009;Zhao et al., 2008;Brown 90 

et al., 2003). We investigated DCX positive (DCX+) as well as DCX negative (DCX-) 91 

neurons in a transgenic mouse line expressing the red fluorescent protein (RFP) DsRed 92 

under control of the DCX promoter (Couillard-Despres et al., 2006;Karl et al., 2005) to 93 

explore the impact of experimental ischemic stroke on neuronal intrinsic excitability and 94 

synaptic function. We found an accelerated maturation of both intrinsic and network 95 

excitability of DCX+ neurons after middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO), while dendritic 96 

morphology of these neurons was unchanged to Sham DCX+ neurons. Importantly, we 97 

found that intrinsic and network maturation is tightly coupled under normal conditions, but 98 

disrupted after stroke, resulting in intrinsically hyperexcitable ABGCs that additionally receive 99 

even stronger synaptic inputs. While we presently cannot rule out that increased excitability 100 

is a consequence rather than a cause of hippocampal dysfunction, we provide new data on 101 

disrupted integration of ABGCs in the hippocampus following stroke.    102 
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Materials and Methods  103 

All experimental procedures were in accordance with the European Directives and were 104 

approved by the German Animal Care and Use Committee. Mice of either sexes were used 105 

in all experiments. 106 

Middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) procedure 107 

DCX/DsRed mice (Couillard-Despres et al., 2006) received a 45-minute middle cerebral 108 

artery occlusion or a sham operation at 3 months of age (14 mice sham, 30 MCAO) as 109 

previously described (Niv et al., 2012). Briefly, the common carotid artery was exposed and 110 

ligated on the right side under ~2.5% Isoflurane (CP Pharma, Burgdorf, Germany) 111 

anesthesia. A 3.0-monofilament suture (Doccol Co., Sharon, MA, USA, RRID:SCR_015960) 112 

with a rounded tip was inserted into the common carotid artery after arteriotomy and 113 

advanced to occlude the middle cerebral artery. The suture was removed after 45 minutes, 114 

the wound was closed, and the animals were allowed to recover. Sham-operated animals 115 

underwent the same treatment without occlusion of the right internal carotid artery. Of the 30 116 

animals that received an MCAO, six died, one was excluded due to affection of the 117 

hippocampus, and 2 further were excluded due to non-visible fluorescent signal in the 118 

dentate gyrus. The sexes of the animals used were as follows: 9 males (64%) and 5 females 119 

(36%) in the sham group and 11 males (52%) and 10 females (48%) in the MCAO group. 120 

In vitro electrophysiology 121 

Two weeks after the sham/MCAO procedure, the animals were sacrificed after Isoflurane 122 

anesthesia and 300μm thick transverse slices were prepared on a vibratome from the 123 

ipsilateral hippocampus (VT 1200S, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) in sucrose-based solution 124 

containing in mM: 87 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 0.5 CaCl2, 7 MgCl2, 25 125 

glucose, 75 sucrose, 1.3 ascorbate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Slices were 126 

incubated for 45 minutes at 33°C in aCSF containing in mM: 126 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 127 

1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgSO4 (Sigma), 10 glucose and 1.3 ascorbate (osmolarity 310 128 
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mosm/kg) before allowing to recover in aCSF at room temperature for at least one hour. 129 

Patch pipettes were pulled using a P-87 horizontal pipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, 130 

CA, USA) from borosilicate glass (0.86x1.50, Science Products, Kamenz, Germany) and had 131 

a resistance of 3-7 MΩ when filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM) 140 132 

potassium-gluconate, 10 NaCl, 2 MgATP (Sigma), 0.3 NaGTP (Sigma), 0.6 EGTA (Sigma), 133 

10 HEPES, and 3 mg/ml biocytin (Tocris, Bristol, UK) (pH 7.2 with KOH, osmolarity 285 134 

mosm/kg). All chemicals were purchased from Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany) unless stated 135 

otherwise.  136 

Granule cells were visually identified using a microscope (Examiner.Z1, Zeiss, Jena, 137 

Germany) equipped with differential interference contrast optics. Neurons were recorded 138 

predominantly from the ventral pole of the hippocampus. DCX+ cells were identified under 139 

fluorescent illumination (HXP 120 C, LEJ, Jena, Germany) and fluorescent filling of the 140 

pipette tip during tight sealing was photographically documented and used to confirm the 141 

identity of recorded cells. Voltage-clamp and current-clamp signals were recorded with an 142 

Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), filtered at 2 or 5 kHz 143 

and digitized using a Digidata 1440A (Molecular Devices) at 10 or 25kHz, respectively. Data 144 

acquisition was performed in Clampex 10.5 and the analysis was performed in Clampfit 10.5 145 

(Molecular Devices). Seal resistance was at least 3-5 times the input resistance (Rinput). 146 

Measured voltages were corrected off-line for a 12 mV, experimentally determined, liquid 147 

junction potential. Access resistance (Ra, up to 50MΩ, not compensated) was monitored 148 

throughout the experiment and recordings were discarded if deviations >20% occurred. 149 

Recordings were made at room temperature under an aCSF flow of 2 ml/min (Ismatec, 150 

Wertheim, Germany). Voltage clamp measurements were performed at a (corrected) holding 151 

value of -82mV. Resting potential (Vrest) was determined immediately after obtaining whole-152 

cell configuration. Higher Ra can cause an error in measurement of Vrest, especially in young, 153 

small and depolarized ABGCs. However, there was no statistical difference in Ra values 154 

among Sham DCX+ and MCAO DCX+ neurons (n=33 Sham DCX+ cells and 43 MCAO 155 
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DCX+ cells, p=0.086, Mann-Whitney U=306). Membrane capacitance (Cm) was determined 156 

after fitting a two-term exponential function on the current transients in response to a 157 

hyperpolarizing 5mV voltage step according to the formulae: 158 

 =  · +  ·+  

 =  +·  

Action potentials (AP) were elicited by an incrementing series of depolarizing current 159 

injections (300ms) starting from a holding current of 0pA (at resting membrane potential). 160 

The amplitude of the injected current was adapted to the passive properties of the measured 161 

cell. In a separate protocol and to determine if a cell would change AP configuration after 162 

hyperpolarization, a ramp current brought the cell from approximately -100 mV to +50mV. 163 

While this sometimes slightly increased spikelet amplitude in immature neurons, it did not 164 

change the configuration of the response, nor the pattern of discharge. AP threshold was 165 

defined as the potential at which the rise slope of the AP exceeded 15 V/s. AP amplitude 166 

was measured respective to the resting membrane potential.  167 

Spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSC) and miniature EPSC (mEPSC) were 168 

measured in the presence of 10μM picrotoxin (PTX, Sigma), or 10μM PTX and 1μM 169 

tetrodotoxin (TTX, Sigma) respectively. Analysis of synaptic currents was performed in 170 

Clampfit 10.5 using the template search function. Templates of sEPSC and mEPSC were 171 

obtained by averaging 25-35 manually selected events per group. All events with a similarity 172 

threshold of four were user-reviewed and manually confirmed.  173 

Stimulation of the lateral perforant path was performed with an aCSF-filled patch pipette 174 

acting as a monopolar stimulation electrode, which was lowered into the outer third of the 175 

molecular layer approximately 200-300μm from the recording electrode. Stimulation was 176 

applied through a constant current stimulation unit (DS3, Digitimer Ltd., Welwyn Garden 177 
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City, UK) at 0.1 Hz for 40 μs. Stimulation intensity (10-100μA) was adjusted to produce half-178 

maximal (40-60%) responses. Paired-pulse stimulation was applied at 100ms intervals at 179 

0.1Hz.  180 

Biocytin staining and morphologic analysis 181 

After recording, slices were transferred in 4% PFA and fixed overnight at 4°C. After washing 182 

in TBS, slices were incubated for two hours in TBS plus (TBS, 5% donkey serum, 0.3% 183 

Triton-X-100) and then incubated overnight in 1:500 Streptavidin-Cy3 (Sigma) in TBS plus 184 

before embedding in Entellan (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Filled neurons were captured 185 

on a confocal scanning microscope (LSM 710, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and morphologic 186 

analysis was performed in Imaris (Bitplane, Belfast, UK). 187 

Birth tracing and immunocytochemistry 188 

5-Bromo-2′-deoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling of proliferating cells was performed in 3 sham and 189 

5 MCAO mice. After the sham/MCAO procedure, BrdU (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 190 

was applied intraperitoneally every 12h at a dose of 50mg/kg for two weeks. Thereafter, the 191 

animals were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused through the ascending aorta 192 

with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.15 mol/L, pH 7.4). The brains were 193 

removed and sliced into 40-μm sections. The following primary and secondary antibodies 194 

were used: rat anti-BrdU antibody (OBT0030CX, 1:500 overnight; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, 195 

USA, RRID: AB_609566), rabbit anti-RFP antibody (ab62341, 1:500 overnight; Abcam, 196 

Cambridge, UK, RRID:AB_945213), Alexa Fluor 488 anti-rat (A11006, 1:500, 3h at RT; 197 

ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA, RRID:AB_2534074), Rhodamin Red anti-rabbit 198 

(711-297-003, 1:500, 3h at RT; Jackson ImmunoResearch, Ely, UK, RRID:AB_2340615). 199 

Immunofluorescence stainings were analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (LSM 200 

710, Zeiss, Jena, Germany). 50 BrdU positive (BrdU+) cells per mouse (only ipsilateral 201 

hemispheres were used) were randomly selected and assessed for RFP co-expression, and 202 

another 50 RFP positive (RFP+) cells were analyzed for BrdU co-expression. 203 
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 204 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis 205 

The researcher performing the experiments was blinded to the treatment of the animal. 206 

Statistical analysis and graphical representations were performed in SPSS 21 (IBM Co., 207 

Somers, NY, USA) and MS-Excel (Microsoft Co., Redmond, WA, USA). The statistical unit 208 

was the cell (except in the analysis of immunocytochemical data, where it is the number of 209 

mice), and the number of cells (n) per group is mentioned in the text and figures (or 210 

corresponding legend), while both n and the number of mice (N) from which the respective 211 

cells were collected are mentioned in the tables. A normal distribution was excluded using 212 

the Shapiro-Wilk test in all recorded parameters, except for AP threshold (p=0.496) and total 213 

dendritic length (p=0.116). Consequently, between-group comparisons were done using 214 

nonparametric tests (Mann-Whitney for two-group comparisons) and central tendencies 215 

were reported as median and IQR. Alpha was set at 0.05. Correction for multiple 216 

comparisons was performed by the false discovery rate Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with 217 

a Q set at 5%, m=41 and 32 in a second set of experiments (Benjamini et al., 2001). This 218 

translated into significant p values which are <0.04; these are flagged by bold characters 219 

throughout the manuscript. Statistical analysis of current-frequency curves was done using 220 

mixed linear models in SPSS. Covariation of Rinput, mEPSC amplitude and output gain, as 221 

well as of maximal AP rise slope and total dendritic length (TDL) was performed using the 222 

general linear model (GLM). When the data were nonlinearly distributed, we used the 223 

logarithmic transform instead (which was normally distributed in the Shapiro-Wilk test). 224 
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Results 225 

Stroke accelerates cellular maturation of DCX+ ABGCs. 226 

We performed whole cell patch-clamp recordings of randomly selected DCX+ immature 227 

neurons in the inner layer of the dentate gyrus of the ipsilateral hippocampus two weeks 228 

after MCAO. Fluorescent signal in the pipette tip in on-cell configuration was used to confirm 229 

the identity of recorded cells (Figure 1A). DCX negative (DCX-) neurons in the middle and 230 

outer third of the granule cell layer were also recorded, representing mature cells or cells in 231 

advanced stages of maturation and integration. Numerical values are reported as median 232 

and interquartile range (IQR) unless stated otherwise. 233 

Input resistance (Rinput) is known to be inversely correlated with cell maturation (Schmidt-234 

Hieber et al., 2004;Schmidt-Salzmann et al., 2014;Liu et al., 2000;Ye et al., 2005;Couillard-235 

Despres et al., 2006). Rinput was predictably low in Sham DCX- neurons and high in Sham 236 

DCX+ cells (0.55 GΩ, IQR 0.29, n=18 and 3.5 GΩ, IQR 4.0, n=33, respectively). After 237 

MCAO, Rinput more than halved in DCX+ neurons to 1.55, IQR 2.69 (Figure 1B-D, Table1, 238 

n=43, Mann-Whitney U=418, p=0.002 vs. Sham DCX+). Classifying neurons by Rinput into 239 

mature (Rinput ≤ 0.5 GΩ), intermediate (0.5 < Rinput < 1GΩ) and immature (Rinput ≥ 1GΩ, see 240 

Figure 1C, Table 1) showed a significant shift of MCAO DCX+ neurons towards more 241 

advanced maturation stages (n=76, p=0.025, Mann-Whitney U=569). Furthermore, 242 

accelerated maturation in MCAO DCX+ granule cells was also observed by a decrease in 243 

their resting potential (Vresting) and membrane time constant (τm, Figure 1E,F) and an 244 

increase in membrane capacitance (Cm, Table 1). This response was specific for DCX+ 245 

neurons, since stroke altered cellular properties of resident, DCX- neurons in the opposite 246 

direction, increasing Rinput and Vrest, while leaving τm unaffected (Figure 1B-F, Table 1). Thus, 247 

MCAO differentially affects the electrotonic properties of dentate granule cells, with a 248 

maturation shift in DCX+ ABGCs.  249 

 250 
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Stroke accelerates action potential maturation in DCX+ ABGCs 251 

Next, we investigated the influence of ischemic stroke on action potential (AP) generation of 252 

DCX+ ABGCs. The voltage responses of all granule cells to incremental injections of current 253 

can be categorized into three groups based on the maximal rate of AP rise (Figure 2A). 254 

According to previously published criteria (Schmidt-Salzmann et al., 2014), mature APs were 255 

defined as APs with rise slopes of ≥300V/s while immature APs had rise slopes of ≤100V/s. 256 

Cells with values in between were classified as having intermediate APs. Sham DCX- 257 

neurons responded with sustained trains of mature APs (maximal rise 390 V/s, IQR 64.7, 258 

n=18, Figure 2B-D Table 2). Only one out of 18 Sham DCX- cells showed an intermediate 259 

AP phenotype. On the other hand, Sham DCX+ ABGCs had much lower rates of rise of 10.5 260 

V/s, IQR 213.8 (n=30, Figure 2B-D, Table 2), in accordance with previous reports (Schmidt-261 

Hieber et al., 2004;Schmidt-Salzmann et al., 2014;Spampanato et al., 2012). Most DCX+ 262 

ABGCs (21/30 cells) fired non-overshooting, slow and broad immature AP, while 5/30 fired 263 

intermediate APs and only 4/30 fired brisk, mature APs (Figure 2B-D, Table 2). In stark 264 

contrast, APs of DCX+ ABGCs had significantly faster rise slopes after MCAO (186.7 V/s, 265 

IQR 341.4, n=41, Mann-Whitney U=365, p=0.004 vs. Sham DCX+) and included a 266 

substantial subset of cells with mature APs (17/41, Figure 2B,C Table 2). As in the case of 267 

passive properties, there was a significant shift towards more mature APs following MCAO in 268 

DCX+ ABGCs (Figure 2C and Table 2, n=71, Mann-Whitney U=398, p = 0.005). However, in 269 

comparison to DCX- neurons without stroke, no changes were seen in the AP properties of 270 

resident, DCX- neurons after MCAO (Figure 2B-D, Table 2). Associated to the faster AP 271 

kinetics, maximal inward currents in response to step depolarizations were greater in DCX+ 272 

ABGCs after MCAO (Table 2, 2.93 nA, IQR 4.92, n=43 vs. 0.47 nA, IQR 3.13, n=20, Mann-273 

Whitney U=271, p=0.019, in MCAO DCX+ and Sham DCX+ cells, respectively). 274 

Repolarization dynamics, as measured by the rise/decay ratio, were also altered in DCX+ 275 

ABGCs following MCAO (Table 2). In conclusion, cerebral ischemia speeds up the 276 
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maturation of DCX+ ABGCs also with respect to their intrinsic excitability and AP generation, 277 

while leaving DCX- neurons unaffected. 278 

DCX+ ABGCs with mature APs remain hyperexcitable after stroke  279 

DCX+ neurons are known to be intrinsically hyperexcitable (Mongiat et al., 2009). As shown 280 

above, the proportion of DCX+ neurons producing mature APs is higher after MCAO, yet 281 

whether these cells retain their intrinsic hyperexcitability characteristic of DCX+ cells or 282 

mature to a lower intrinsic excitability characteristic of DCX- neurons is not known. We 283 

therefore investigated the excitability of DCX+ cells generating mature APs as compared to 284 

DCX- neurons. Only a minority of Sham DCX+ cells fulfilled the criteria of mature APs (4/30), 285 

similar to previous studies (Schmidt-Salzmann et al., 2014;Spampanato et al., 2012). We 286 

found several significant differences between DCX+ and DCX- cells. The rheobase of both 287 

Sham DCX+ and MCAO DCX+ ABGCs was reduced compared to their DCX- counterparts 288 

(Figure 3A, 30pA, IQR 11, n=4 vs. 50pA, IQR 23, n=17, Mann-Whitney U = 5.5, p=0.006 in 289 

Sham DCX+ and Sham DCX-, respectively and 30pA, IQR 24, n=17 vs. 40pA, IQR 20, 290 

n=19, Mann-Whitney U = 78.5, p=0.025 in MCAO DCX+ and MCAO DCX-, respectively). 291 

Furthermore, the mean output gain (mean slope of current-frequency curves) of MCAO 292 

DCX+ ABGCs (0.46 Hz/pA, IQR 0.48, n=17) was significantly higher than both that of Sham 293 

DCX- cells (0.26 Hz/pA, IQR 0.14, n=17, Mann-Whitney U = 61, p=0.011) and that of MCAO 294 

DCX- neurons (Figure 3B, 0.24 Hz/pA, IQR 0.10, n=19, Mann-Whitney U = 59, p=0.003). 295 

We did not see a statistical difference in the mean output gain of Sham DCX+ and Sham 296 

DCX- neurons, but that is probably due to the expected low number of neurons with mature 297 

APs in the Sham DCX+ group. Furthermore, there were no differences in rheobase or output 298 

gain between Sham and MCAO cells within the DCX+ group or within the DCX- group 299 

(Figure 3 A,B, Table 2) indicating a similar level of excitability within these two cell 300 

populations.  301 

We expanded the analysis to individual current traces by analyzing the effect of treatment on 302 

mean instantaneous frequency and number of APs when controlling for injected current by 303 
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means of mixed linear models (Figure 3C,D). MCAO DCX+ ABGCs had both a higher 304 

frequency and AP-number output than MCAO DCX- cells (effect size (β) = 0.081, SE(β) = 305 

0.009, t = 8.764, p<0.0001 and β = 0.007, SE(β) = 0.003, t = 2.796, p=0.005, respectively). 306 

Sham DCX+ ABGCs had even lower frequency outputs, but similar AP-number output, 307 

compared to MCAO DCX+ ABGCs (β = -0.072, SE(β) = 0.02, t = -3.587, p=0.0004 and β = 308 

0.006, SE(β) = 0.004, t = 1.394, p=0.165, respectively), while Sham DCX- cells had a similar 309 

output frequency and a slightly higher AP-number output than MCAO DCX- cells (β = 0.003, 310 

SE(β) = 0.008, t = 0.341, p=0.733 and β = 0.008, SE(β) = 0.002, t = 3.676, p=0.0003, 311 

respectively). There was no difference between Sham DCX+ and Sham DCX- cells in either 312 

frequency (Figure 3C, β = 0.006, SE(β) = 0.012, t = 0.506, p=0.613) or AP-number output 313 

(Figure 3D, β = 0.005, SE(β) = 0.003, t = 1.474, p=0.142), again probably to the low number 314 

of Sham DCX+ ABGCs with mature APs. 315 

Taken together, DCX+ ABGCs with mature APs are both more numerous following stroke 316 

and also continue to express features of hyperexcitability characteristic of DCX+ neurons (a 317 

lower rheobase, higher mean output gain, steeper current-frequency curves and an output of 318 

more APs) relative to DCX- cells.  319 

 320 

Coordinated morpho-functional development of DCX+ cells is maintained after stroke 321 

Since the electrophysiological properties of DCX+ neurons were profoundly affected after 322 

cerebral ischemia, we performed biocytin stainings of recorded neurons to investigate 323 

neuronal morphology. Mature, DCX- neurons show an extensive, wide and complex 324 

dendritic tree, reaching the outer edge of the molecular layer (Figure 4A). Cellular 325 

morphology parallels electrophysiological development (Liu et al., 2000), such as AP 326 

maturation, by lengthening of the dendritic tree and invasion of the outer parts of the 327 

molecular layer. Accordingly, we found small dendritic branches reaching little outside the 328 

granule cell layer in cells with immature APs and more widely branched dendritic trees in 329 

DCX+ ABGCs with intermediate and mature action potentials (Fig. 4 B, C). When quantified 330 
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by Sholl analysis, the total dendritic length (TDL) in Sham DCX+ ABGCs (Figure 4D, 718 331 

μm, IQR 1194, n=7) was not significantly altered after MCAO (1277 μm, IQR 736, n=6, 332 

Mann-Whitney U=12, p=0.234). Importantly, applying a general linear model to the 333 

parameters of maximal AP rise and TDL (Figure 4E), we found a good correlation in both 334 

Sham DCX+ (R2=0.89) and MCAO DCX+ ABGCs (R2=0.86), reflecting a conserved, 335 

coordinated morpho-functional development of ABGCs after MCAO. Thus, under 336 

pathological conditions of ischemia, normal neuronal morphology does not preclude 337 

disturbances of intrinsic excitability.  338 

To determine the origin of DCX+ cells relative to the induction of stroke, we performed birth 339 

tracing by labeling ABGCs with BrdU twice daily for two weeks following ischemia. We 340 

determined the co-localization of BrdU and RFP as a surrogate for DCX, since RFP 341 

expression is under the control of the DCX-promoter. We found that in both Sham and 342 

MCAO groups, more than 60% of RFP cells expressed BrdU (Figure 4F, 62% in Sham, n=3 343 

mice, 64% in MCAO, n=5 mice, Mann-Whitney U=6, p=0.786) indicating that the majority of 344 

recorded RFP+ neurons are born poststroke. The higher proportion of DCX+ cells with a 345 

mature phenotype could also be caused by altered expression dynamics of DCX/RFP. If 346 

RFP expression were prolonged, one would expect a higher percentage of BrdU+ cells 347 

expressing RFP. This was, however, not the case after MCAO (Figure 4G, 70% in Sham, 348 

n=3 mice, 58.8%, n=5 mice, Mann-Whitney U=5, p=0.571). Therefore, most recorded RFP+ 349 

neurons are born poststroke, and there is no significant alteration in the expression of RFP 350 

after MCAO.  351 

Glutamatergic synaptic input onto DCX+ neurons is increased following stroke. 352 

We next investigated the synaptic excitatory drive of DCX+ neurons after stroke. We 353 

measured spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSC), quantal currents 354 

(miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents, mEPSC) and paired-pulse facilitation in 355 

response to lateral perforant path (LPP) stimulation to evaluate excitatory synaptic input. 356 
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sEPSC amplitude and frequency were highest in mature, Sham DCX- neurons and lowest in 357 

immature, Sham DCX+ ABGCs (Table 3), as previously reported (Schmidt-Salzmann et al., 358 

2014;Mongiat et al., 2009;Piatti et al., 2011;Ye et al., 2005). After MCAO, the amplitude of 359 

sEPSC in DCX+ ABGCs increased to levels similar of DCX- neurons (Figure 5A,B, 7.4 pA, 360 

IQR 2.5, n=12 vs. 5.3 pA, IQR 2.3, n=6 in MCAO DCX+ and Sham DCX+ ABGCs, 361 

respectively, Mann-Whitney U=11, p=0.018), while the inter-event interval (IEI) remained 362 

unchanged (Figure 5A,C, Table 3). These changes were specific for DCX+ neurons, since 363 

MCAO did not affect sEPSC amplitude or IEI in DCX- neurons. Analyzing quantal events, we 364 

also found a significant increase in the amplitude of mEPSC following MCAO in DCX+ 365 

neurons (Figure 5D,E, 8 pA, IQR 2.3, n=9 vs. 5.1 pA, IQR 1.8, n=6 in MCAO DCX+ and 366 

Sham DCX+ ABGCs, respectively, Mann-Whitney U=2, p=0.002), while IEI remained 367 

unaltered (Figure 5D,F, Table 3). Paired pulse stimulation of the lateral perforant path (LPP, 368 

100ms intervals) resulted in a facilitation of the second response in both Sham and MCAO 369 

DCX+ cells. LPP facilitation in DCX+ ABGCs was not changed after ischemia (Table 3, 370 

Mann-Whitney U=5299.5, p=0.63), corroborating the analysis of mEPSC and indicating an 371 

unaltered, low probability of release of presynaptic boutons targeting DCX+ ABGCs. 372 

Furthermore, these observations were also present in MCAO DCX+ neurons with mature 373 

APs, whose sEPSC and mEPSC amplitudes reached or exceeded the levels of normally 374 

integrated Sham DCX- neurons (Table 3).  375 

These data suggest that post-ischemic, intrinsically hyperexcitable DCX+ neurons integrate 376 

in the dentate gyrus network and receive large excitatory currents most likely mediated by 377 

postsynaptic changes, e.g. by increased sensitivity to released glutamate or AMPA receptor 378 

recruitment. 379 

Uncoupled intrinsic and synaptic excitability in DCX+ ABGCs after stroke 380 

Both intrinsic excitability and excitatory synaptic input evolve during physiological granule 381 

cell development. We sought to determine, whether the stroke-induced accelerated 382 
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maturation of the above-mentioned parameters follows physiological dynamics. We therefore 383 

tested if a marker of intrinsic development (Rinput) correlated with a marker of synaptic 384 

development (mEPSC amplitude). Furthermore, we analyzed whether a marker of intrinsic 385 

excitability (mean output gain) correlated with the same marker of synaptic development 386 

(mEPSC amplitude). We used the general linear model (GLM) to test for statistical 387 

significance and since all three parameters followed non-normal distributions, we used the 388 

logarithm-transformed data.  389 

Since Sham DCX+ and Sham DCX- neurons represent the physiological continuum of 390 

hippocampal granule cells’ development, these cells were pooled together in the group 391 

Sham DCX+/-. There was a highly correlated development of passive maturation (Rinput) and 392 

synaptic excitability (mEPSC amplitude) in Sham DCX+/- cells (R2=0.719, n=12, Figure 6A), 393 

pointing to a tightly coupled intrinsic and network maturation. After ischemia, this correlation 394 

was lost in DCX+ ABGCs (R2=0.041), resulting in immature cells with high Rinput receiving 395 

disproportionately large excitatory inputs (n=12 Sham DCX+/-, n=9 MCAO DCX+, 396 

F(1,17)=6.1, p=0.024). Intrinsic excitability (mean output gain) was also tightly coupled to 397 

synaptic excitability (mEPSC amplitude, R2=0.783, Figure 6B), with lower mEPSC 398 

amplitudes compensating for a higher gain in physiologically developed Sham DCX+/- 399 

neurons. This correlation was again lost after ischemia in DCX+ ABGCs (R2=0.115; n=12 400 

Sham DCX+/-, n=9 MCAO DCX+, F(1,15)=19.6, p=0.0005). Intrinsically hyperexcitable, 401 

high-gain MCAO DCX+ neurons received disproportionately large synaptic excitation. We 402 

found similar results when analyzing correlated development between only the Sham DCX+ 403 

and MCAO+ neurons (data not shown). Thus, the maturation of DCX+ ABGCs following 404 

stroke is characterized by uncoupled dynamics in intrinsic and synaptic maturation. 405 

Subsequently, high-Rinput and high-output gain cells are not counterbalanced by lower 406 

afferent excitation, resulting in MCAO DCX+ cells that are potentiated by a higher excitatory 407 

input.  408 
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Discussion 409 

Stroke causes an increase in adult hippocampal neurogenesis, but the functional relevance 410 

of more ABGCs is uncertain. While under physiological conditions higher rates of 411 

neurogenesis and increased number of cells in the dentate gyrus may improve cognition 412 

(Sahay et al., 2011), the same may not necessarily be true under a pathological 413 

environment. Under the above assumption, increased numbers of morphologically normal 414 

ABGCs post-stroke should undergo physiological maturation and integrate normally in the 415 

dentate gyrus to provide a functional benefit. However, mice showed an aggravation of 416 

memory deficits when neurogenesis was further increased (by running) after stroke (Woitke 417 

et al., 2017). Previous morphological studies point towards impaired neurogenesis after 418 

stroke by demonstrating aberrant cell development, though the majority of ABGCs express 419 

normal morphology with typical dendritic arborization and synapse formation post-stroke (Niv 420 

et al., 2012). Based on these previous observations we here addressed the important 421 

questions if these newly generated neurons are functional and integrate in the hippocampal 422 

network. Moreover, we investigated if these neurons contribute to a physiological function 423 

and constitute a beneficial element for the network.  424 

The hyperexcitability of immature ABGCs in the first month after birth compared to resident 425 

granule cells is well documented under physiological conditions (Brunner et al., 426 

2014;Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004;Dieni et al., 2016;Mongiat et al., 2009;Couillard-Despres et 427 

al., 2006). We here show an increase in the number of such hyperexcitable, young ABGCs 428 

after stroke through accelerated maturation. The electrotonic properties of these neurons 429 

reach values closer to those of mature, DCX- neurons, thus indicating a process of 430 

accelerated maturation, which adds to the already enhanced process of neurogenesis. 431 

Furthermore, a higher proportion of DCX+ ABGCs in the postischemic hippocampus can fire 432 

mature action potentials (i.e. with rates of rise >300 V/s) and at a higher gain than DCX- 433 

neurons.  These effects are specific for DCX+ cells, since DCX- neurons are differently 434 

affected. 435 
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Evidence of network integration of postischemic DCX+ ABGCs is provided by the detection 436 

of spontaneous excitatory synaptic currents. sEPSC are larger in DCX+ ABGCs following 437 

stroke, mediated by a higher postsynaptic potency of glutamate, as inferred from larger 438 

mEPSC amplitudes but unchanged mEPSC frequencies and unchanged release probability. 439 

Sham DCX- neurons on the other hand were again differently affected by stroke and showed 440 

only a decrease in the frequency of quantal excitatory events, pointing to a presynaptic 441 

expression pattern, while sEPSC and mEPSC amplitudes remained unchanged.  442 

Accelerated intrinsic maturation and action potential generation does not necessarily 443 

preclude normal function. As mentioned above, young, spiking ABGCs are physiologically 444 

more excitable, with higher output gain, presumably to compensate for a lower synaptic drive 445 

(Brunner et al., 2014;Mongiat et al., 2009). We found similar features of hyperexcitability in 446 

DCX+ ABGCs after stroke, but in a substantial higher number of cells.  447 

An increase in sEPSC/mEPSC amplitudes following stroke might be normal, if it were 448 

proportional to the developmental stage of the neurons. In clear contrast to the physiological 449 

developmental dynamics with coupled and highly correlated development of electrotonic and 450 

intrinsic excitability with excitatory synaptic input, postischemic DCX+ ABGCs show an 451 

uncoupled, aberrant development. This results in hyperexcitable (high-Rinput, high gain) 452 

ABGCs receiving high-amplitude glutamatergic input, whereas under physiological 453 

maturation the hyperexcitability of immature neurons is compensated by a lower excitatory 454 

synaptic drive. Therefore, our results argue not only for an accelerated maturation, but for an 455 

aberrant development of DCX+ ABGCs poststroke.  456 

Stroke is not the only pathological stimulus which results in a disruption of adult 457 

neurogenesis in the hippocampus. The degree of damage and its functional consequences 458 

seem to be dependent on the underlying pathological event, e.g. after epileptic, ischemic, 459 

traumatic, or inflammatory lesions. The steps of cellular maturation and functional integration 460 

after a lesion appear to develop in a pathology-specific manner. Profound morphological 461 
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alterations after experimental traumatic brain injury, for example, do not preclude 462 

physiological development and integration of ABGCs in this pathological environment 463 

(Villasana et al., 2015). However, after status epilepticus induced by local electrical 464 

stimulation, ABGCs showed reduced network excitatory drive, which is driven 465 

presynaptically by a reduced release probability (Jakubs et al., 2006). In contrast to this and 466 

similar to our findings, in a model of pilocarpine induced status epilepticus, immature 467 

neurons showed an accelerated intrinsic maturation and also premature development of 468 

excitatory synaptic drive, including recurrent polysynaptic inputs (Overstreet-Wadiche et al., 469 

2006). Thus, the environment in which ABGCs mature is fundamental to the development of 470 

new cells, and the pathological environment drives different responses regarding maturation 471 

and integration of ABGCs (Wood et al., 2011). Whether newborn cells in a pathological 472 

environment provide a functional benefit or represent a maladaptive response may also be 473 

condition-specific (Hosford et al., 2016;Hester and Danzer, 2013;Surget et al., 2011).  474 

In conclusion, our results provide evidence that morphologically normal DCX+ ABGCs 475 

following stroke show faster maturation to become operative and integrated in the 476 

hippocampal network. However, the functional development of these cells is aberrant, 477 

resulting in an uncoupled synaptic hyperexcitability potentiating the intrinsic hyperexcitability 478 

of DCX+ ABGCs even at two weeks following the injury. Finally, to unequivocally determine 479 

whether this increased excitability is a cause rather than a consequence of hippocampal 480 

dysfunction, further studies correlating cellular and network function to behavioral outcome 481 

while modulating neurogenesis will be needed to unequivocally show the effect of increased 482 

neurogenesis on memory function and seizure susceptibility.   483 
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Figure Legends 599 

Figure 1: Stroke accelerates cellular maturation of DCX+ ABGCs. 600 

(A) Schematic illustration of the recording configuration in the granule cell layer of the 601 

dentate gyrus. DCX+ phenotype of recorded cells was confirmed by the presence of 602 

fluorescence signal in the pipette tip in on-cell configuration (arrowhead). S, stimulation 603 

electrode; mol.l., molecular layer; g.c.l., granule cell layer; LPP, lateral perforant path. (B) 604 

Histograms of input resistance (Rinput) in the studied population of Sham DCX+ (n=33), 605 

MCAO DCX+ (n=43), Sham DCX- (n=18) and MCAO DCX- (n=20) cells. The distribution of 606 

Rinput in the MCAO DCX+ group is shifted to the left, indicating a more mature phenotype, 607 

while in the MCAO DCX- group it is shifted to the right, indicating that stroke has selective 608 

effects on different cell subpopulations. (C) Distribution of cells within the groups of mature, 609 

intermediate and immature cells (definitions in the right panel) shows a shift towards a more 610 

mature phenotype in DCX+ neurons after MCAO, while MCAO DCX- neurons are differently 611 

affected. (D) Comparative boxplot distribution of Rinput in the four groups shows a significant 612 

decrease (more than half) in DCX+ neurons after stroke. (E) Resting membrane potential 613 

and (F) membrane tau also show subpopulation-specific modifications after MCAO, with a 614 

maturation shift in DCX+ neurons. See also Table 1 for statistical results.  615 

Figure 2: Stroke accelerates action potential maturation in DCX+ ABGCs. 616 

(A) Representative voltage responses of granule cells to 300 ms stepwise current injections 617 

(Scale bars in upper panels: 5 ms, 20 mV; scale bars in lower panels: 50 ms, 40 mV). (B) 618 

Histograms of maximal action potential (AP) rise show faster APs after MCAO in DCX+ 619 

ABGCs, but no change in DCX- neurons after stroke. (C) Based on maximal AP rise, cells 620 

could be classified into three groups: immature, intermediate and mature APs (right panel for 621 

classification criteria). There was a higher proportion of mature APs after MCAO in DCX+ 622 

neurons, but the distributions did not change after MCAO. (D) Phase plots of action 623 

potentials of all cells in the examined groups. Each trace represents one cell. Dashed 624 
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horizontal lines represent the limits of immature, intermediate and mature AP (see above). 625 

See also Table 2 for statistical results. 626 

Figure 3: DCX+ neurons with mature APs have an increased intrinsic excitability after 627 

stroke. 628 

Intrinsic excitability was analyzed only in those neurons showing mature action potentials 629 

(max dV/dt ≥ 300 V/s) (A) The rheobase (necessary current intensity to evoke an AP) of 630 

DCX+ cells with mature APs was significantly lower than in their DCX- counterparts in both 631 

Sham and MCAO groups, but not within the DCX+ or DCX- groups. (B) The mean output 632 

gain (mean slope of current-frequency curves) was significantly steeper in MCAO DCX+ 633 

neurons with mature APs than in MCAO DCX- neurons. Individual input-output curves of 634 

recorded granule cells with mature APs are presented in (C) as current-frequency (I-ν) 635 

curves and in (D) as number of action potentials per current step (300 ms). Each line 636 

represents the response of one neuron. The percentage of cells showing mature AP 637 

phenotype (AP rise slope > 300V/s) and the number of cells (n) included in the analysis are 638 

presented above the figures. Two cells in the MCAO DCX+ group were lost during recording. 639 

MCAO DCX+ neurons show steeper curves in both output frequency and AP number 640 

compared to MCAO DCX- neurons (p<0.0001 and 0.005, respectively), but also a higher 641 

output frequency compared to Sham DCX+ neurons (p=0.0004). Mann-Whitney tests in A 642 

and B, mixed linear models in C and D. See text and Table 2 for statistical results. 643 

Figure 4: Conserved morpho-functional coordination in DCX+ neurons after MCAO.  644 

(A) Biocytin staining appearance of Sham DCX- neurons shows an extensive, broad 645 

dendritic tree (right panel). These cells have fast AP rise velocities (left panel). Morphological 646 

maturation follows maturation of intrinsic excitability in both Sham DCX+ (B) and MCAO 647 

DCX+ (C) neurons (arrowheads indicate cells whose phase plots are represented. Scale 648 

bars: 50μm; immature AP: 20 mV, 10 V/s; intermediate AP: 30 mV, 50 V/s; mature AP: 20 649 

mV, 200 V/s.). (D) Dendritic morphology quantified as total dendritic length (TDL) by Sholl 650 
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analysis did not change significantly in DCX+ ABGCs (n=7) after MCAO (n=6). (E) A high 651 

level of correlation between morphological maturation (TDL) and functional maturation 652 

(maximal AP rise) was present in Sham DCX+ ABGCs and maintained after MCAO. (F) The 653 

proportion of BrdU+ (born after the insult) cells within the RFP+ cell population (a marker 654 

under the control of the DCX-promoter) does not change after MCAO and lies at ca. 60% 655 

(n=3 in Sham and n=5 in MCAO groups). (G) The proportion of RFP+ cells within the BrdU+ 656 

subpopulation does not change, indicating conserved expression dynamics of RFP protein 657 

and hence DCX.   658 

Figure 5: Glutamatergic synaptic input onto DCX+ neurons is increased following 659 

stroke. 660 

(A) Representative traces of sEPSC input (recorded at -82mV in the presence of 10μM PTX) 661 

onto granule cells. (B) Distribution of sEPSC amplitudes and (C) interevent intervals (IEI) 662 

onto granule cells. DCX+ neurons show significantly increased sEPSC amplitudes, and no 663 

change in IEI after MCAO, whereas sEPSC input onto DCX- neurons does not change in 664 

either amplitude or IEI following MCAO. (D) representative traces of mEPSC input (recorded 665 

at -82mV in the presence of 10μM PTX and 1μM TTX) onto granule cells. (E) Distribution of 666 

mEPSC amplitudes and (F) interevent intervals (IEI) of granule cells. DCX+ neurons show 667 

significantly increased mEPSC amplitudes, and no change in frequencies after MCAO, 668 

whereas mEPSC frequency decreases (IEI increases) in DCX- neurons following MCAO. 669 

See also Table 3 for statistical results. 670 

Figure 6: Uncoupled intrinsic and synaptic excitability in DCX+ ABGCs after stroke.  671 

(A) Input resistance, a parameter of passive neuronal properties, was plotted against 672 

mEPSC amplitude, a parameter of synaptic excitability. Sham DCX+ and Sham DCX- 673 

neurons were grouped together, representing the continuum of physiologically developed 674 

neurons. Regression lines (full lines) and the 95% confidence interval of the mean (dashed 675 

lines) were fitted to the data. mEPSC amplitude increases with maturation, as Rinput 676 
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decreases in Sham DCX+/- cells (R2=0.719). This relationship is lost after MCAO 677 

(R2=0.041), with immature cells receiving disproportionately large excitatory synaptic 678 

currents. Statistical analysis by GLM showed a significant difference in the evolution of the 679 

two parameters between the two groups (n=12 Sham DCX+/-, n=9 MCAO DCX+, 680 

F(1,17)=6.1, p=0.024). (B) Output gain, a parameter of intrinsic excitability, was plotted 681 

against mEPSC amplitude, a parameter of synaptic excitability, under the same conditions 682 

as in (A). Sham DCX+/- neurons have a progressive increase in synaptic excitability, which 683 

is accompanied by a decrease in output gain (R2=0.783), thus preserving a balance between 684 

intrinsic and synaptic excitability. MCAO DCX+ show a dysregulated development of intrinsic 685 

and synaptic excitability (R2=0.115), with highly excitable, immature neurons receiving 686 

disproportionately strong excitatory inputs. Statistical analysis revealed here as well a 687 

significant difference in the evolution of the two parameters in sham and MCAO groups 688 

(n=12 Sham DCX+/-, n=9 MCAO DCX+, F(1,15)=19.6, p=0.0005).  689 
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Table Legends: 690 

Table 1: Passive, electrotonic properties of hippocampal granule cells. 691 

Summary of electrotonic cell properties in the three recorded groups. Resting potential was 692 

determined immediately after whole cell access. Cell maturation group was defined based 693 

on input resistance as follows: immature cells had Rinput of ≥ 1 GΩ, intermediately mature 694 

cells had a Rinput < 1 GΩ but > 0.5 GΩ, and mature cells had an Rinput of ≤ 0.5 GΩ. n/N = 695 

number of cells/number of mice. The statistical unit is n. 696 

Table 2: Intrinsic excitability of hippocampal granule cells.  697 

The maximal inward current was measured after incremental membrane potential 698 

depolarizations in voltage clamp mode. Action potential (AP) maturation was defined as 699 

follows: immature APs had maximal rise slopes of ≤100V/s, intermediate APs had maximal 700 

rise slopes >100 V/s and <300 V/s, while mature AP had maximal rise slopes ≥300V/s. The 701 

gain is the mean slope of current-frequency (I-ν) curves. n/N = number of cells/number of 702 

mice. The statistical unit is n. 703 

Table 3: Excitatory synaptic properties of hippocampal granule cells. 704 

Summary of excitatory synaptic properties in the four recorded groups. sEPSC were 705 

measured with 10μM PTX added in the bath solution, while mEPSC with 10μM PTX and 706 

1μM TTX in the bath solution. sEPSC, spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents, 707 

mEPSC miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents, LPP, lateral perforant path. n/N = 708 

number of cells/number of mice. The statistical unit is n. 709 

 710 
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Table 1: Passive, electrotonic properties of hippocampal granule cells. 1 

 2 

Sham DCX+ Sham DCX- MCAO DCX+ MCAO DCX- M-W U Test M-W U Test 

n/N 
Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 

p U η2 p U η2 

Passive 

properties: 

Sham DCX+ vs.  

MCAO DCX+ 

Sham DCX- vs.  

MCAO DCX- 

Vrest (mV) 33/11 -65 (31.1) 18/9 -91.4 (3.7) 43/17 -80.7 (32.7) 20/5 -86.2 (6.1) 0.016 480.5 7.7% <0.0001 36 47.9% 

Rinput (GΩ) 33/11 3.52 (4.0) 18/9 0.55 (0.29) 43/17 1.56 (2.7) 20/5 0.92 (0.4) 0.002 418 12.4% 0.001 66 30.0% 

Cm (pF) 33/11 5.5 (17.2) 18/9 36.8 (32.6) 43/17 19.3 (22.5) 19/5 59.0 (31.3) 0.025 496 6.7% 0.004 77 22.7% 

τm (ms) 30/11 116.5 (100.2) 18/9 26.3 (9.4) 41/17 42.8 (34.6) 20/5 30.6 (13.9) <0.0001 176 37.3% 0.593 161 0.8% 

Cell maturation 33/11 Fraction (%) 18/9 Fraction (%) 43/17 Fraction (%) 20/5 Fraction (%) 0.025 569 6.8% 0.010 93 23.1% 

Immature  31/33 (94%)  0/18 (0%)  32/43 (74%)  5/20 (25%)       

Intermediate  2/33 (6%)  10/18 (56%)  9/43 (21%)  13/20 (65%)       

Mature  0/33 (0%)  8/18 (44%)  2/43 (5%)  2/20 (10%)       
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Table 2: Intrinsic excitability of hippocampal granule cells. 

 Sham DCX+ Sham DCX- MCAO DCX+ MCAO DCX- M-W U Test M-W U Test 
 

n/N 
Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 

p U η2 p U η2 

Intrinsic excitability 
Sham DCX+ vs.  

MCAO DCX+ 

Sham DCX- vs.  

MCAO DCX- 

Max. inward current (nA) 20/10 -0.47 (3.13) 18/9 -6.61 (4.34) 43/17 -2.93 (4.92) 17/20 -8.10 (2.60) 0.019 271 8.9% 0.318 122 3.1% 

Max. AP rise (V/s) 30/11 10.5 (213.8) 18/9 390.0 (64.7) 41/17 186.7 (341.4) 20/5 353.0 (68.2) 0.004 365 12.1% 0.290 143 3.2% 

Max. AP decay (V/s) 30/11 -6.9 (54.5) 18/9 -86.0 (15.0) 41/17 -54.3 (61.8) 20/5 -81.4 (9.7) 0.007 383 10.4% 0.041 110 11.3% 

AP rise/decay ratio 30/11 1.9 (2.2) 18/9 4.3 (1.3) 41/17 3.4 (3.0) 20/5 4.5 (1.5) 0.013 401.5 8.8% 0.613 162.5 0.7% 

AP maturation group 30/11 Fraction (%) 18/9 Fraction (%) 41/17 Fraction (%) 20/5 Fraction (%) 0.005 398 11.0% 0.988 179 0.0% 

Immature AP  21/30 (70%)  0/18 (0%)  16/41 (39%)  0/20 (0%)       

Intermediate AP  5/30 (17%)  1/18 (6%)  8/41 (20%)  1/20 (5%)       

Mature AP  4/30 (13%)  17/18 (94%)  17/41 (41%)  19/20 (95%)       

In cells with mature AP:               

AP threshold (mV) 4/3 -47.2 (11.8) 17/8 -47.2 (8.9) 17/13 -46.0 (7.6) 19/5 -42.5 (9.3) 0.965 33 0.0% 0.066 103 9.8% 

AP amplitude (mV) 4/3 132.2 (18.6) 17/8 140.6 (9.8) 17/13 133.6 (10.9) 19/5 133.6 (10.4) 0.965 33 0.0% 0.087 107 8.5% 

Rheobase (pA) 4/3 30 (11) 17/8 50 (23) 15/12 30 (24) 19/5 40 (20) 0.736 26 0.9% 0.208 121 5.0% 

Gain (Hz/pA) 4/3 0.39 (0.8) 17/8 0.26 (0.14) 15/12 0.46 (0.48) 19/5 0.24 (0.10) 0.885 28.5 0.1% 0.271 126.5 3.5% 
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Table 3: Excitatory synaptic properties of hippocampal granule cells. 

 

 

 Sham DCX+ Sham DCX- MCAO DCX+ MCAO DCX- M-W U Test M-W U Test 
 

n/N 
Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 
n/N 

Median 

(IQR) 

p U η2 p U η2 

Synaptic properties: 
Sham DCX+ vs.  

MCAO DCX+ 

Sham DCX- vs.  

MCAO DCX- 

sEPSC Amplitude (pA) 6/5 5.3 (2.3) 6/3 8.5 (2.7) 12/9 7.4 (2.5) 17/5 7.2 (1.3) 0.018 11 32.2% 0.256 34 6.4% 

sEPSC IEI (ms)  3084 (2605)  673(1216)  1626 (4381)  1489 (1706) 0.75 32 0.8% 0.052 23 17.5% 

mEPSC Amplitude (pA) 6/4 5.1 (1.8) 6/3 6.3 (1.5) 9/7 8.0 (2.3) 15/5 6.4 (2.3) 0.002 2 62.0% 0.569 37 1.9% 

mEPSC IEI (ms)  1742 (4274)  734 (716)  1403 (1839)  1546 (2079) 0.328 18 8.0% 0.008 12 33.0% 

LPP facilitation 7/6 1.57 (1.05) - - 16/7 1.53 (1.36) - - 0.076 29 14.8% - - - 

In cells with mature AP:         
Sham DCX- vs. 

MCAO DCX+ 

Sham DCX- vs.  

MCAO DCX- 

sEPSC Amplitude (pA) - - 6/3 8.5 (2.7) 7/6 7.6 (2.3) 16/5 7.2 (1.0) 0.445 15 6.1% 0.231 31 7.5% 

sEPSC IEI (ms) - -  673 (1216)  1495 (848)  1496 (1756) 0.138 10 20.6% 0.049 21 18.9% 

mEPSC Amplitude (pA) - - 6/3 6.3 (1.5) 6/5 8.1 (1.0) 14/5 6.4 (2.3) 0.009 2 59.7% 0.718 37 0.9% 

mEPSC IEI (ms) - -  734 (716)  1418 (1753)  1421 (2239) 0.310 11 11.4% 0.012 12 32.2% 


